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2 T. Ohlsson, H. Snellman: Weak form factors for semileptonic octet baryon decays in the chiral quark model
2 Formalism
2.1 The weak form factors



















































element of the Cabibbo{Kobayashi{Maskawa mixing ma-
trix, and L

is the leptonic current.


















current. The matrix element of the vector current in mo-



































































































































)i) are the mass, momentum, Dirac spinor, and ex-
ternal baryon state of the initial (nal) baryon B (B
0
),
respectively, and q = p   p
0
is the momentum transfer




); i = 1; 2; 3, are the vector cur-




); i = 1; 2; 3, are
the axial-vector current form factors. The form factors are
Lorentz scalars and they contain all the information about
the hadron dynamics. f
1
is the vector form factor, f
2
is the
induced tensor form factor (or weak magnetism form fac-
tor or anomalous magnetic moment form factor), f
3
is the
induced scalar form factor, g
1
is the axial-vector form fac-
tor, g
2
is the induced pseudotensor form factor (or weak
electric form factor), and g
3
is the induced pseudoscalar
form factor.
Under G-parity, the form factor f
2
transforms with the
same sign as the form factor f
1
, whereas the form factor f
3
has the opposite sign, and the form factor g
3
transforms










are therefore called second-class
currents, and the others are rst-class currents [18].
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) and  (
0
)
are a normalization factor and two-component non-rela-
tivistic Pauli spinors of the initial (nal) baryon state,
respectively. We next introduce a set of auxiliary functions







































































































generalized Sachs form factors. The structure of (13) -
(16) can be deduced from rotational and parity invariance.























































and solving these equations for f
i





























































































and solving these equations for g
i

























































































. It is important




non-zero in order to correctly invert
the v's to the f 's and the a's to the g's [9]. As mentioned,
the f 's and g's are true Lorentz scalar functions, whereas
the generalized Sachs form factors are not. The relations
between the f 's and v's and the g's and a's thus depend on
the Lorentz-frame in which the calculations are performed,
and therefore, all calculations must be performed in the
same Lorentz-frame. We have made our calculations in
the Breit-frame (which is a good frame [7]), in the non-
relativistic limit.
2.2 The chiral quark model weak form factors
Next, we calculate the generalized Sachs form factors in
the QM to linear order in the symmetry breaking. In the


















= 0, and g
q
3
6= 0, since, to lowest order,










































is the quark axial-vector current coupling con-
stant, and  
q
, q = u; d; s, are Dirac spinors. The param-
eter g
a
was introduced by Manohar and Georgi [11] as a
possible \matching parameter" for the QM Lagrangian
after spontaneous symmetry breaking. Later on, we will
argue that it should be possible to put g
a
= 1, but for the








in the axial-vector current (30)
appears because of the presence of GBs in the QM. Here
f


















































































In addition to the octet GBs there is also an SU(3)
singlet of 
0
bosons. These are coupled to the quarks with
a dierent strength, since the theory would otherwise be
U(3) symmetric, something that does not agree with the
measurements of the avor asymmetry measured by the
NMC (New Muon Collaboration) [19,20] in DIS and the
NA51 Collaboration [21] in Drell{Yan production. The
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The eect of this coupling is that the emission of the
GBs will in general ip the spin of the quarks. The inter-
action of the GBs is weak enough to be treated by per-
turbation theory. This means that on long enough time





















































The probability of transforming a quark with with spin



























































and the coeÆcient of the q^
#
, where q =
u; d; s, should be interpreted as the probability of creating
this quark with spin down by emitting a GB from a quark
with spin up. The parameter a measures the probability
of emission of a GB from a quark. The total probability
of GB emission is a(8 + 
2
)=3.
In Fig. 1, diagrams (a) and (b) illustrate the two terms










term in the axial-vector current will lead to a non-zero
pseudoscalar term (see (41) below), i.e. g
q
3
6= 0. The dia-
grams (c) - (f) in the same Figure illustrate the emission of
GBs that can depolarize the quarks and can even change
their avors.
Spontaneous symmetry breaking in the QM will give
the mass m
q
to the q quark and the mass m

to the pseu-
doscalar eld and the divergence of the axial-vector cur-














. Using the Dirac
equation for the quarks on the divergence of the quark




























The induced pseudoscalar part of the quark axial-vector


















































Going over to momentum space, we can solve (39) for 
qq
0


































































This equation corresponds to diagram (b) in Fig. 1. Iden-

























, thus the two dia-
grams (a) and (b) in Fig. 1 are of the same order in f

.
We will now make the assumption that the kinetic en-
ergy of the constituent quarks is small enough to allow us
to use the static approximation for them. The advantage
of this is that the results will be less model dependent
than by using bound state model wave functions. The dis-
advantage is of course that it might be too rough an ap-
proximation. On the other hand, we should understand
these calculations to be done at the same level of approxi-
mation for both the magnetic moments and the weak form
factors, since the eective quark parameters can then be
used to relate these observables to each other. If we change
the model for one of these sets of observables, this would
not be possible.

















































































pseudoscalar form factor at quark-level.
The quark current operators (29) and (30) will be
sandwiched between baryon state vectors with (total) spin
up in both the initial and the nal states. In the non-
relativistic limit, the current operators then act additively
on the three quarks in the baryons. We will therefore use
the Sachs form factors for the quark currents, and identify
the corresponding Sachs form factors for the baryons by
their kinematic structure.
The avor changing quark transitions can be conve-




are combinations of SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices. For the
S = 0 decays (
du

























The operators to be sandwiched between the baryonic
quark model states, to obtain the Sachs form factors, are






































































































matrix eectuates the avor transition and the

z
operator measures the spin polarizations of the quarks
in the baryons.
In a given type of transition, say S = 1, the ac-
tive quark masses are the same and the spectator quark
masses do not enter explicitly in the calculations. Intro-





















jBi, we can identify the v's in the baryonic











































































In a similar way, we can identify the a's and insert them









































































































































The weak currents on baryon-level and quark-level have
to be calculated in the same reference frame in order to




, where i = 1; 2; 3 [7].
The nal result will contain a multiplicative factor
from the wave function overlap, contributing to the so
called wave function mismatch. Actually, this mismatch
comes about from two dierent sources.
The rst one is the recoil eect, that for non-relativistic
systems is proportional to the matrix element of the spher-
ical Bessel function j
0
(r), where r is the radial coordi-













+    :
The contribution from this term that is dierent from 1
is therefore O(
2
). For spherically symmetric wave func-
tions (S-waves), the lowest order relativistic eects in the
kinematic terms can also be shown to be O(Æ
2
).
Secondly, we have the contribution from the overlap
between two wave functions that have dierent quark
masses. By expanding the wave function in the quark mass
dierence Æ, it can easily be shown that the deviation of
this eect from 1 is also O(Æ
2
). Since we are calculating
only the linear part of the symmetry breaking in the weak
form factors, we will therefore in the following neglect the
wave function mismatch.
Dene now the parameters E  = and   Æ=.
If we express (55) - (57) and (58) - (60) in , E, , and












































































































. In this result we have also deleted





, since it should be absent
on physical grounds. The current piece containing the g
2






to the divergence of the axial-vector current.









only contain terms with even powers of E and




only contain terms with odd powers of E and . This fol-





, where i = 1; 2; 3, in (61) - (66)
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in the QM. We will keep the 
2
term in the denominator
in (69), since there is no natural expansion parameter in
this case.







= 0 is to use the empirical dipole forms
for the q
2
dependence of these form factors. It is easy














valid up to quadratic terms in the mass dierences, we will
neglect the q
2





























are also neglected, since these dependences cannot
be decided with the current level of experimental preci-
sion.
In the QM, the eective quark masses can be deter-
mined from the tted value of 
d





[15]. Using this value together with the
























350MeV. For the form factor g
3





= 490 MeV. This seems to be consistent






the pion (kaon) pole in g
3
from dispersion relations.
2.3 The weak axial-vector form factors














expressed in terms of the parameters F and D
[23]. In the QM, the weak axial-vector form factors G
A
are expressed in the quark spin polarizations of the pro-
ton, i.e. u, d, and s. These spin polarizations dier
considerably from the ones in the SU(6) quark model due
to the depolarization of the quark spins by the GBs. The
spin polarizations in the QM are calculated to O(f

),

























s =  a: (72)
For values of u, d, and s in the QM, see Table 1.
Using the relations F =
1
2


























































































cays cannot be observed, since the electromagnetic decay

0
! +  is predominant. The corresponding G
A
's are
therefore not listed above.




's for the QM are listed in Ta-
ble 2, where for reference also the axial-vector form factors
of the NQM are displayed.











For the weak vector form factor f
1
, the QM gives the
same result as the ordinary NQM. The appropriate values








It has been argued by Weinberg [24], that not only in
QCD, but also in the eective Lagrangians, one should
expect g
a
= 1, since the matrix element algebra of the
axial-vector currents between color quark states should





is the number of colors. This leads
to g
a
= 1. Compare with the Adler{Weisberger relation,
that relates the deviation of g
np
A
from 1 to the presence of
excited intermediate states, like the (1232) resonance,
in the saturation of the sum-rule. The subleading order
corrections that come from quark-GB interactions [25] are
taken care of by the depolarization of the quark spins due
to GB emission above. The renormalization of the axial-
vector form factor for g
np
A
from its SU(6) value of 5=3 to its
experimental value of 1:26 should then come entirely from
the change in spin polarization due to the GBs, otherwise
there is a risk for double counting. This attitude for g
a
in the QM has also been taken by other authors [13,
15,26,27,28] and will be adopted here. See, however, also
Ref. [29].
Expressed in terms of matrix elements, the weak axial-













(u;d;s) as given above.
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2.4 The ratio 
f
and the \weak magnetism"
We next turn to the \weak magnetism" form factor 
f
,


















The formula above can be transformed into an expression
in terms of the magnetic moments of the baryons. For
















































Here we have used the expression G
np
A
= u   d from




. Equation (86) is ex-

















agreement with the direct calculation (see Table 4).
The expression for 
f
above is closely related to the
corresponding formula for the magnetic moments 
B
of
the octet baryons used in earlier studies. In the same ap-

















is the quark charge.
When these expressions are tted to the baryon mag-
netic moments, the quark masses appear as eective mas-
ses, and the parametric dependence of the quark spin po-
larization q on the emission probability a of GBs incor-
porates eects of relativistic corrections and other possible
dynamical eects on the magnetic moments [30]. When
these eects are taken into account directly, in terms of
a changed structure of the currents, the ts become quite
bad [28]. At the present time the above treatment is there-
fore probably the best one can hope for.
2.5 The ratio 
g


































depends only on the masses of the quarks q,
q
0
and the baryons B, B
0
, and not on g
a
.








































, we can relate the form factor
g
PT
























The matrix elements of the weak induced pseudotensor
form factor g
PT














Since dierent signs for 
g
are obtained in dierent
models (see Table 5) we would like to see if we can under-
stand this feature from our estimate. Inspection of (89)
shows that its sign will depend upon a balance between
the term proportional to  and the one proportional to E.
For the S = 0 

!  transitions  = 0 so 
g
is
negative. This is consistent with the values presented by
all authors and aÆrms that the same sign convention is
used.
For the S = 1 transitions  6= 0 and the situation









for these decays, the sign of 
g
depends
on the sign of Æ =2. This value depends evidently upon
the models used. In our case the sign is negative for the

 
! n transition and positive for the others.





Its sign is also dependent upon a balance between two
terms. For the S = 0 







=, which is positive. For the S = 1
transitions we can only say for sure that it must be nega-
tive for decays with negative G
A
. Since it is not possible
at present to measure f
3
we will not study it any further.
Also the form factor g
3
is not possible to measure at
present, although the pole term makes it quite large.
In our calculations we have Æ  120 MeV and   0:20
for the S = 1 transitions. This means that some of the
form factors should be considered as estimates rather than
calculations. Nevertheless, such estimates are often much
better than one would expect. In particular, as has been
mentioned above, the ratios q=m
q
, where q is the spin
polarization and m
q
the eective mass of a quark with
avor q, are well determined from the magnetic moment
calculations, and should reproduce the dierent weak form
factors well. In our opinion, the over all performance of
the QM is quite good, and with one possible exception,
it reproduces the experimental data.
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3 Numerical results
3.1 Experimental values of the weak axial-vector form
factors




a superposition of the theoretical weak axial-vector form
factor g
A
and the theoretical weak induced pseudotensor
form factor g
PT
, since one assumes that the form factor
g
2
is zero in the analysis of data. Thus from the Gordon






















As a quasi-experimental value for g
A
one could take the
value obtained by solving (94) for g
A
and inserting our













However, since E is quite small, E  0:12, and g
PT
is
also small, the term Eg
PT
is negligible in our approxima-











are presented in Table 6.
For the 
 
















=  0:3270:0070:019 in a single parameter t,












= 0:560:37. Hsueh et al. use
a denition of g
PT
dierent from ours, and the denitions



























= 1:00 0:66. Using the deni-
tion of 
g
















None of the presented models in the tables are able to
reproduce this value.
3.2 Discussion






is slightly low in the QM. This indicates that
the theoretical values are still maybe only within about
10% of the experimental ones. It is also possible that a
ne tuning of the value for the parameter that measures
the strength of the GB emission could bring the value
up. Nevertheless, the agreement between the experimental
values and the model is quite encouraging and represents
a clear improvement over the NQM values.
In the SU(6) model, the value g
np
A
= 5=3 is related to
the value of g
A
for the transition p ! 
++
, when the
axial-vector matrix element algebra is saturated with the
octet and decuplet [31].
The improvement of g
np
A
in the QM is due to the ef-
fect of the GB emission from the quarks before or after
the weak interaction. This changes the matrix element al-
gebra of the axial-vector currents that xes the value of
g
A
, since both before and after the interaction the quark
amplitude in the baryonic states are not in pure SU(6)
representations, but rather in a mixture of such states,
not only of dierent spins, but also of dierent avors.




ratios there are more experimental data
than for the 
g
ratios. Let us therefore consider Table 4.
All values obtained for the 
f
's in the QM lie within the
experimental errors, where experimental data exist. (The
experimental results have large errors, though.) The CVC
values listed are in a way half experimental results, since
they use the measured values of the anomalous magnetic
moments for the nucleons as input data to calculate these
values. All calculated values for the QM have the same
sign as the CVC values and they are also close in magni-
tude. This is of course related to the fact that the form
factors are calculated in the same approximation as the
magnetic moments in earlier studies, and the parameters
from these calculations are used here. For some cases we




(CVC), as for the neutron
decay. For other decays the 
f
's of the QM incorporate
eects of vector current non-conservation due to the mass
dierences between the isomultiplets.








, has been measured experimen-






=  5:03:9 (in our conventions). Theo-
retically, our estimate gives the value  0:143 in the QM,
and this is not in agreement with the experimental value.
However, also the values of all other models are outside






as measured by Hsueh et al. [3] would tend to fa-
vor models with negative values for the 
g
. However, one
should perhaps await further measurements before tak-
ing a stand, since the error is quite large, and one more




For the other 
g
's with S = 1, we can only compare
our predictions with previous model calculations. We get a
positive sign for these 
g
's in agreement with the MIT and
QSM
br




Finally, we present in Table 6 model estimates for the
g
PT










, which is the only mea-
sured form factor, is too small compared to the experi-
ment.
The over all picture of our theoretical estimates for
the QM are, apart from the measured value of the form
factor g
PT





in good agreement with the existing experimental data.
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4 Summary and conclusions
We have presented a study of the baryonic weak vector and
axial-vector form factors in the spirit of the chiral quark
model. The results are presented in Tables 3 - 6, and the
over all agreement with existing data is satisfactory and
represents a clear improvement with respect to the non-
relativistic quark model.
The experimental axial-vector form factors, corrected
for the possible non-zero values of g
PT
, are of importance
in e.g. the analysis of the quark spin polarizations of the
nucleon. Our study supports the assumption that these




are also highly model dependent.
The present investigation has used the SU(3) symmet-
ric coupling in the chiral quark model and the static ap-
proximation for the quarks as a rst approximation. A
natural improvement would be to incorporate lowest order
non-static eects and further SU(3) symmetry breaking ef-
fects [26,32], to obtain better agreement with experimen-
tal data. In particular, we expect that this would lead to
a closer agreement with the 
f
ratios from the conserved
vector current theory, since symmetry breaking can bet-
ter account for the octet baryon magnetic moments [15].





Finally, we think that it would be quite interesting
to have more measurements of 
g
for various transitions,
since this parameter might help to distinguish between
dierent models.
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a, b are zeroth order diagrams with respect to f

, c{f are rst
order diagrams with respect to f

Table 1. Quark spin polarizations.  is the total
quark spin polarization, i.e.  = u+d+s. The
experimental values have been obtained from [33]. The
data for the NQM and the QM can been obtained from
[13,15]






















 1:26 and u+d 2s  0:60






ues in the NQM column are the
SU(6) values for the weak axial-
vector form factors and the val-
ues in the QM column are
obtained from the quark spin
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!  0 2:73 0:10 0:55  0:25  240

+

















0:71 2:72  0:44 0:79 0:28  29

 
!  1:22  0:07  0:93 0:27 0:01  10





1:00 3:83  0:62 1:12 0:42  41
a
The mass dierence for baryons in the same isospin multiplet
has been neglected













. The experimental values have been obtained from [35] (see also [36]). The CVC

































































































- 3:71 - - - - - 3:83













. The experimental value has been obtained from [3]


































































- - - - - - 0:37
a
The mass dierence for baryons in the same isospin multiplet has been neglected
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values, which are CERN WA2
[35,36] results from branching ratio measurements. The experimental values all assume
that the weak form factor g
2















Experimental value QM Experimental value QM




























! n  0:20 0:08
d








(CERN WA2)) 1:12 - 0:40

 
!  0:25 0:05 (average) 0:22 - 0:01





- 1:12 - 0:41
a




































= 1:00 0:66 [3]
